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Preempt a Job or Not in EDF Scheduling of
Uniprocessor Systems
Jinkyu Lee, Member, IEEE, and Kang G. Shin, Life Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—The earliest-deadline-ﬁrst (EDF) policy has been widely studied for the scheduling of real-time jobs for its effectiveness and
simplicity. However, since each preemption incurs an additional delay to the execution of jobs, the effectiveness of EDF is affected greatly
by the underlying preemption policy that determines if and when a higher-priority job is allowed to preempt a currently executing lowerpriority job. To address this problem, we propose a new and better (in meeting job deadlines) preemption policy of EDF, given a non-zero
preemption delay. Speciﬁcally, we propose a controlled preemption (CP) policy that controls the condition of preempting jobs, whereas
existing approaches focus on that of preempted jobs. We deﬁne cp-EDF in which the CP policy is applied to EDF, and analyze its
schedulability. This schedulability analysis is then utilized to develop an algorithm that assigns the optimal control parameters of cp-EDF.
Our in-depth evaluation has demonstrated that cp-EDF with the optimal parameter assignment improves EDF schedulability over existing
preemption policies by up to 7.4%.
Index Terms—Preemption policy, earliest-deadline-ﬁrst (EDF) policy, real-time uniprocessor scheduling, schedulability analysis,
real-time systems

1

INTRODUCTION

A

real-time scheduling algorithm can be characterized by
its prioritization and preemption policies. The prioritization policy determines each job’s priority, and numerous
prioritization policies have been proposed and deployed,
such as EDF (Earliest Deadline First) [18], FP (Fixed Priority)
[18], and LLF (Least Laxity First) [17]. The preemption policy
determines if and when a higher-priority job can preempt a
currently-executing lower-priority job. There are two types of
preemption policies: (1) the non-preemptive policy that disallows preemption of an executing job, and (2) the fullypreemptive policy that always allows a higher-priority job
to preempt a lower-priority executing job.
Of all prioritization policies, EDF has received signiﬁcant
attention due to the following optimal properties on a uniprocessor platform.
The non-preemptive EDF (denoted by np-EDF) scheduling algorithm can schedule any task set schedulable by
any other scheduling algorithm that employs the nonpreemptive policy [11], if the system cannot be left idle if
there is an unﬁnished, ready job, i.e., work-conserving job
scheduling.
The fully-preemptive EDF (denoted by fp-EDF) scheduling algorithm can schedule any task set schedulable by
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any other scheduling algorithm (that employs any
prioritization and preemption policies) [10], and hence,
fp-EDF always outperforms np-EDF in meeting job
deadlines.
However, the optimality of fp-EDF holds only if each
preemption does not incur any delay to the preempting and
preempted jobs. In reality, however, when a job preempts
another, it incurs a non-trivial preemption delay to the involved jobs, e.g., context switching delay [5], [7], [25], [27]. In
the presence of this additional delay that occurs when a job is
preempted and then resumes its execution later, fp-EDF is not
always optimal, because the system “wastes” processor time
whenever a preemption occurs. On the other hand, np-EDF—
which is the opposite extreme to fp-EDF—is ineffective in that
a higher-priority job may miss its deadline when it is blocked
by a lower-priority executing job.
This observation calls for a new preemption policy that
regulates preemptions to balance between the system utilization
wasted by preemptions and the low-priority jobs’ blocking of
high-priority jobs. In other words, we would like to develop a
new preemption policy for EDF, which can ﬁnd more schedulable task sets that existing preemption policies cannot feasibly
schedule. To meet this goal, we propose controlled preemption
(denoted by CP), which controls the condition of preempting jobs
whereas existing approaches [7], [9] regulate that of preempted
jobs. In Section 2.3 we will elaborate why the control of preempting jobs can be more effective than controlling the preempted job. We then deﬁne cp-EDF that adopts EDF and CP as
its prioritization and preemption policies, respectively. According to the CP policy, cp-EDF speciﬁes whether or not a job can
preempt any other lower-priority job using a simple parameter.
By assigning the parameter for each job, cp-EDF can express
various EDF scheduling algorithms under different preemption
policies, including fp-EDF and np-EDF. Then, we analyze the
schedulability of cp-EDF. This analysis also serves as a
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generalization of existing schedulability tests for fp-EDF (assuming no preemption delay) [4] and np-EDF [12].
This schedulability analysis is then used to ﬁnd an optimal
preemption policy of cp-EDF for a given preemption delay,
which is associated with assignment of the parameter for each
job. For this, we ﬁrst derive a property of the schedulability
analysis and then use it to introduce an optimal assignment
algorithm that reduces the search space. Since the algorithm
still needs to explore all possible assignments in the worst
case, we develop a heuristic algorithm that investigates only
some of these assignments. Using in-depth simulations, we
demonstrate that cp-EDF with the optimal or heuristic assignment is more effective than fp-EDF, np-EDF and existing
approaches [7].
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
Discovery of new preemption policies that control the
condition of “preempting” (as opposed to “preempted”)
jobs for better EDF schedulability for a given preemption
delay (in Section 2.3);
Development of a CP policy for the ﬁrst time that controls
preempting (instead of preempted) jobs, and applies the
policy to EDF, resulting in the cp-EDF that is a generalization of fp-EDF and np-EDF (Section 3.1);
Derivation of a schedulability analysis for cp-EDF for a
given preemption delay and a given task set, which also
generalizes existing schedulability tests for fp-EDF [4]
and np-EDF [12] (Section 3.2);
Development of an algorithm by using the schedulability
analysis for cp-EDF to ﬁnd the optimal preemption
policy associated with the assignment of a parameter
(Section 4); and
Demonstration of the superior scheduling performance of
cp-EDF with the optimal preemption policy over the EDF
with existing preemption policies (Section 5).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our system model and discusses the related work
and existing EDF schedulability tests. Section 3 develops the
CP policy as well as cp-EDF and its schedulability analysis.
Section 4 derives the optimal preemption policy of cp-EDF.
Section 5 evaluates cp-EDF using simulation. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the system model and
assumptions, and discuss the related work. Then, we describe
how existing studies have incorporated preemption delays
into schedulability tests for EDF and why we need to control
preempting (not preempted) jobs.

2.1 System Model and Assumptions
We focus on a sporadic task model [20] in which a task
T
, where is the minimum separation
is modeled as
is the worst-case
between two successive invocations,
execution time when it is executed exclusively (i.e., without
is its relative deadline. Let be the total
preemption), and
number of tasks. Without loss of generality, tasks can be so
arranged that a task with a shorter relative deadline has a
. Each invokes a
smaller task index, i.e.,
series of jobs, each separated from its predecessor/successor
by at least time units.

We assume that a job can be preempted at any time, but
control preemptions for better schedulability. To do this, we
introduce a new additional parameter
(
or 1), for each
T . This parameter controls preemptions such that a job
(
) can (cannot) preempt
invoked by task with
any other lower-priority job at any time. Section 3.1 will give a
detailed account of this.
In this paper, we focus on a uniprocessor platform, which
can serve at most one job at a time. We introduce a new delay
parameter associated with each preemption where is the
worst-case delay in preempting a job. We consider predictable
processors which do not have any cache [23], [27], [29], e.g.,
ARM2. These processors have already been deployed in embedded systems for their low manufacturing cost and power
usage. Therefore, simply represents the time required for a
context switch for each preemption as assumed in [27].
We assume a quantum-based time and let the length of a
quantum be one time unit, without loss of generality. All task
parameters are speciﬁed in multiples of the quantum length or
time unit.

2.2 Related Work
Numerous studies have been done to explore preemption
policies which are more general than the fully-preemptive
and non-preemptive policies [3], [6], [8], [24], [26]. A few of
them have tried to improve the schedulability of FP [8], [24]
since the fully-preemptive policy is not optimal for FP even
without preemption delay. On the other hand, several studies
have focused on the accommodation of non-preemptive execution parts in each job [3], [6], [26]. In particular, Baruah [3]
applied the limited preemption policy to EDF, which speciﬁes
the maximum length of non-preemptive execution for each
job. However, all these studies assumed that each preemption
does not incur any additional delay. They also speciﬁed
conditions of preempted (not preempting) jobs.
Another category of the related work is the preemption delay
analysis (with the analysis incorporated into schedulability
tests) [1], [13]–[15], [21], [27]. However, they have focused on
the fully-preemptive policy with FP [1], [14], [15], [21], [27] and
EDF [13], and have not aimed at improving schedulability by
developing more suitable preemption policies.
Recently, researchers have started search for the best preemption policies for given preemption delays [7], [9], with the
same goal as this paper. Bertogna et al. [7] adopted the limited
preemption policy [3], and determined the number of nonpreemptive chunks for each job where each non-preemptive
chunk is executed atomically. Then, for better schedulability,
they solved the problem of ﬁnding the “optimal” number of
chunks for each job. This solution was then extended to environments where preemption delays were speciﬁed for given
preemption points [9]. In these studies, preemption delays were
incorporated into preempted (not preempting) jobs, and this
may result in a pessimistic schedulability test due to overestimation of the number of preemptions. In the next subsection, we will detail this by presenting how existing studies
incorporate preemption delays into schedulability tests.
2.3

Incorporating Preemption Delays into EDF
Schedulability Tests
Baruah et al. [4] deﬁned the demand bound function of for
) that computes
an interval of length (denoted by DBF
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the cumulative maximum execution requirements of all jobs
invoked by , each of whose release time and deadline are
within the interval as
DBF

≜

Using the demand bound function, a necessary and sufﬁcient schedulability analysis for fp-EDF has been developed in
[4] as follows. Task set T is schedulable by fp-EDF on a
uniprocessor platform if and only if the following is true for
all > [4]:
DBF
T

The above analysis is valid only when each preemption
does not incur any additional delay. If we consider the delay
for each preemption, extra delays should be added to the LHS
of Eq. (2). Since a job can preempt any other job at most once
under fp-EDF [19], we incorporate preemption delays into
for the cumupreempting jobs, and then calculate DBFP
lative preemption delays by preempting jobs invoked by ,
each of whose release time and deadline are within an interval
of length as
≜

DBFP

Then, a task set is schedulable by fp-EDF on a uniprocessor
platform in the presence of the preemption delay if the
following inequality holds for all > :
DBF

DBFP

T

On the other hand, Bertogna et al. [7] incorporated preemption delays into preempted jobs. Since known upperbounds on the number of times for a job to be preempted
under fp-EDF are pessimistic, they adopted the limited preemption policy [3] to EDF (denoted by lp-EDF). Since lp-EDF
speciﬁes the number of non-preemptive chunks of (denoted
by ), the number of times for a job of to be preempted is
. In this case, the total execution time
upper-bounded by
of each job of including preemption delays in case the job is
, and then the
preempted, is upper-bounded by
length of each non-preemptive chunk with its preemption
. Then, under lp-EDF, we compute
delay is set to
for the cumulative preemption delays by preDBFlp
empted jobs invoked by , each of whose release time and
deadline are within an interval of length as:
DBF

≜

Then, task set T is schedulable by lp-EDF on a uniprocessor
platform in the presence of the preemption delay if the
following inequality holds for all > [7]:
DBF

Blocking

DBFlp

T

where Blocking
is the maximum blocking time of higherpriority jobs by the execution of non-preemptive chunks of
lower-priority jobs, and it gets larger as gets smaller (or as
gets larger). Details can be found in [7].
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that
The authors of [7] solved the problem of ﬁnding
satisﬁes Eq. (6) for all > . However, this solution could be
ineffective due to over-estimation of the number of preemptions in Eq. (5), as we discuss next.
Observe that the total demand for fp-EDF in the LHS of
Eq. (4) is equal to that for lp-EDF in the LHS of Eq. (6) when
for all tasks and Blocking
. This means, in order for
lp-EDF to have better schedulability than that of fp-EDF, that
should be less than 2.0 on average. However, in many cases
it is not possible for to be small. This is because a smaller
results in a larger Blocking, and a higher-priority job may then
miss its deadline due to the execution of a larger non-preemptive chunk of a lower-priority job. We demonstrate this
with the following example.
Example 1. Suppose that there are two tasks, T
, and the preemption delay is
, the length of each non. Then, if
preemptive chunk of
is strictly larger than 2,
and then the execution of a non-preemptive chunk of
causes a job of to miss its deadline since ‘s worst-case
execution time (3) plus blocking time ( > ) is strictly larger
than its relative deadline (5). Therefore, the smallest
is 4, and then lp-EDF with
possible value of
cannot satisfy Eq. (6) for
(i.e., DBF
DBFlp
> ). This means
DBF
that when
, task set T is unschedulable by lp-EDF
[by Eq. (6)] while it is schedulable by fp-EDF
with any
[by Eq. (4)]. This is because Eq. (5) over-estimates the
number of times for a job of to be preempted; this job
times, but it can actually
seems to be preempted
be preempted only once.
The above example shows the limitation of a preemption
policy, which incorporates preemption delays into preempted
jobs. Therefore, instead of controlling the condition of preempted
jobs, we propose a new preemption policy that controls that of
preempting jobs. This policy can then be closely associated with
the schedulability analysis with a structure similar to Eq. (4) in
when we decide
that we can totally remove the term DBFP
to disallow jobs of to preempt any other job. In Section 3, we
will detail this policy and analyze its schedulability.

3

cP-EDF SCHEDULING ALGORITHM AND ITS
SCHEDULABILITY ANALYSIS

Our goal is to ﬁnd a better preemption policy of EDF for a given
preemption delay. As shown in Section 2.3, we need a new
preemption policy that controls preemptions at the side of
preempting jobs. We ﬁrst present a preemption policy that
meets this need, and then describe cp-EDF in which this policy
is applied to EDF. Second, we develop the schedulability test of
cp-EDF for a given preemption delay and a given task set. The
analysis will be used in Section 4 to ﬁnd the best preemption
policy associated with a per-task control parameter for cp-EDF.

3.1 The CP Policy and cp-EDF Scheduling Algorithm
We consider a preemption policy under which preemptions
are controlled by a parameter , i.e., whether or not a job of
is allowed to preempt any other lower-priority job. That is, if
(
), a job of can (cannot) preempt any other
lower-priority job. We call this the controlled preemption (CP)
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policy. The CP policy is concise but effective in that it controls
the number of preemptions allowed, and this control is closely
associated with its schedulability analysis.
Let cp-EDF denote a scheduling algorithm that adopts
controlled preemption (CP) and Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF)
as its preemption and prioritization policies, respectively.
Algorithm 1 shows a formal description of the cp-EDF scheduling algorithm. Note that as you can see in Step 9 of job
does not start its execution immediately, although
release,
and it is allowed to
its priority is higher than that of
<
and
preempt other lower-priority jobs (i.e.,
). Instead, it checks whether there is a job with an earlier
in the wait queue. This prevents a
deadline than that of
from blocking by more than one lower-priority
job with
job while the job itself does not trigger any preemption (where
with
, not by a
the preemption is activated by
in the wait queue).
higher-priority job with
Algorithm 1 cp-EDF scheduling algorithm
Job release: when a job

of task

1: Set the absolute deadline of

is released,
:

.

2: Check whether there is a currently executing job
(which has its absolute deadline of
).
3: if
4:

does not exist then
Execute

.

5: else
6:
7:
8:

Put

then

into the wait queue.

else

9:

10:

or

if

Stop executing
and put
and
into the
wait queue, and perform the job completion
process.
end if

11: end if
Trivially, cp-EDF can represent both np-EDF and fp-EDF,
as stated in the following lemma.
Job completion: when the currently executing job
ﬁnishes its execution,
1: Start to execute a job with the earliest deadline in the wait
queue.
Lemma 1. The cp-EDF scheduling algorithm subsumes both npEDF and fp-EDF.
Proof. The proof is trivial as follows.
np-EDF is equivalent to cp-EDF with
and
fp-EDF is equivalent to cp-EDF with

T;
T.

◽

3.2 Schedulability Analysis of cp-EDF
To determine if a given task set is schedulable with a scheduling algorithm, most schedulability tests ﬁnd necessary

conditions for a job to miss its deadline. Then, a task is deemed
schedulable if the task set avoids such conditions. We also
follow this to develop a schedulability test of cp-EDF for a
given preemption delay and a given task set.
Let us consider what happens if there is a deadline miss
under cp-EDF. Let be the ﬁrst time instant at which a job
misses its deadline, and ( < ) be the latest time instant at
which any job whose deadline is no later than , does not have
is a
any remaining execution. By deﬁnition of and ,
busy interval and there should be at most two types of jobs
: a set, J , of jobs whose
occupying the processor during
; and another set,
release times and deadlines are within
J , of jobs which do not belong to J . Then, each job in J
should meet the following conditions.
1) The release time is before and the deadline is after
(otherwise, the job cannot occupy the processor in
or belongs to J );
2) By condition 1, the priority of the job is lower than that
of any job in J , and therefore, the job can occupy
where
is a time
the processor only in
instant at which the job is preempted or ﬁnishes its
execution; and
3) By condition 2, there exists only one job in J . Then, we
calculate the amount of system occupancy by jobs in J
and J , and this amount is necessarily larger than
≜ for a job to miss its deadline. Therefore, if
this amount is not larger than , > , then the task set
avoids the necessary condition for missing deadlines,
i.e., the task set is schedulable.
We ﬁrst calculate the amount of system occupancy by the
job in J . By condition 1, the job should be invoked by
whose relative deadline is strictly larger than (i.e.,
> ).
Then, we can calculate the longest duration for the job in J
occupying the system in
(an interval of length
) by choosing the maximum execution times among
≜
> as
all tasks that satisfy
B≜

T

>

<

Note that the duration is upper-bounded by the interval
<
: when < ,
length . The duration is zero unless
there is no job in J (i.e., no deadline miss at ), and when
, there is no job in J .
>
We now calculate how long jobs in J occupy the system.
Suppose that the amount of system occupancy by the job in J
in
is (
B). Since each job invoked by in J has
higher priority than the job in J by condition 2, any job
with
in J cannot be released in
invoked by
. Otherwise, the job in J is preempted before
. Considering each job can cause at most one preemption, the amount of system occupancy by jobs invoked
with
in
is upper-bounded by
by
DBFP
, where
≜
, and
DBF
DBF and DBFP are deﬁned in Eqs. (1) and (3). On the
, a job invoked by cannot preempt any
other hand, if
(by
other job, and it can be released any time before
deﬁnition of J ) without triggering any preemption. Therefore, the amount of system occupancy by jobs of with
is upper-bounded by DBF
. Therefore, if the
in
B),
amount of system occupancy by the job in J is (
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the total amount of system occupancy by jobs in J is upperbounded by
DBF

The schedulability analysis for fp-EDF [4] under the assumption of no preemption delay is equivalent to that for
,
T and
; and
cp-EDF in Theorem 1 with
The schedulability analysis for np-EDF [12] is equivalent
T.
to that for cp-EDF in Theorem 1 with
Note that under np-EDF (or cp-EDF with
T ), the preemption delay does not affect the schedulability of each task set since no preemption is allowed
under np-EDF.
◽

DBFP

T

T

DBF
T

Finally, we complete the calculation of the amount of
system occupancy by jobs in J and J in
. Using the
information, the following theorem formally describes a
schedulability test of cp-EDF for a given preemption delay
and a given task set.
Theorem 1. A task set T is schedulable by cp-EDF on a
uniprocessor platform in the presence of the preemption delay
if the following inequality holds for all > :
DBF
T

4

OPTIMAL PREEMPTION

DBFP

DBF
T

where B, DBF and DBFP
(3), respectively.

are deﬁned as in Eqs. (7), (1) and

Proof. We prove the contraposition: if T is not schedulable by
cp-EDF, Eq. (9) does not hold. We follow the deﬁnitions of
J and J in the second paragraph of Section 3.2.
For a job to miss its deadline, the amount of occupancy
).
by jobs in J and J should be larger than ( ≜
Since the amount is upper-bounded by the LHS of Eq. (9),
the LHS is necessarily larger than . Thus, the contraposition is true.
◽
Compared to the classic schedulability analysis of fp-EDF
in Eq. (4), Theorem 1 requires investigating all
for
given . Due to the investigation, one may wonder whether it
is tractable to perform a schedulability analysis in Theorem 1.
The following lemma states that the time-complexity is
pseudo-polynomial, which is regarded tractable in real-time
schedulability analyses [4].
Lemma 2. Theorem 1 for a task set with given
pseudo-polynomial time in the task
T

T

can be tested in
parameters, if
is upper-bounded

by a constant that is strictly smaller than 1.
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix, which can be found
in the Computer Society Digital Library at https://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TC.2012.279.
◽
The above schedulability analysis for cp-EDF in the presence of a given preemption delay generalizes the existing
schedulability analyses for both fp-EDF and np-EDF. This is
formalized in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. The schedulability analysis for cp-EDF in Theorem 1 is
a generalization of the schedulability analyses for both fp-EDF
[4] (assuming no preemption delay) and np-EDF [12].
Proof. The proof is trivial as follows.

FOR CP-EDF

We now present how to ﬁnd an “optimal” preemption policy
for cp-EDF for given preemption delay and task set, where an
optimal preemption policy for task set T represents an inthat satisﬁes Eq. (9) > .
stance of
A naive approach to ﬁnding an optimal preemption policy
for cp-EDF is to test Eq. (9) for the entire search space
T , in which there are
≜
candidates. To reduce the search space, we ﬁrst explore
the property of Eq. (9).
does not affect the LHS of Eq. (9) for <

Lemma 4.
T

1201

.

Proof. If
<
for any
.
,
Therefore, does not contribute anything to the LHS of
terms. Thus, the LHS is
Eq. (9) via DBF
or DBFP
.
◽
independent of
<
shows
By the above lemma, the examination of
that the LHS of Eq. (9) only depends on . So, we investigate
<
when
and
whether Eq. (9) holds for
, respectively. If the equation does not hold for given
, we can rule out all the combinations that include the given
in . Generally, the LHS of Eq. (9) for
<
only
. Algorithm 2 shows an algorithm that
depends on
, and
ﬁnds an optimal preemption policy associated with
the following lemma proves its correctness.
Algorithm 2 Optimal algorithm (T )

2: for

;

T .

≜

1: The search space is
;

do

3:

Find all combinations of
that do not
<
, and remove
satisfy Eq. (9) for any
any instance that contains these combinations in the
search space .

4:

if there is no remaining instance in

5:
6:

then

return INFEASIBLE.
end if

7: end for
8: if there exists at least one instance in
then
9:

return FEASIBLE with one of the instances.

10: else
11:

that satisﬁes Eq. (9)

return INFEASIBLE.

12: end if
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Lemma 5 (Correctness of the Optimal Algorithm). The
optimality of Algorithm 2 is correct.
Proof. Since Steps 2-7 and 8 in Algorithm 2 check whether
satisﬁes Eq. (9)
<
and
the resulting instance
, respectively, the algorithm is correct if the task set
is deemed feasible.
which satisﬁes
Now, we show that there exists no
Eq. (9) > if the algorithm ﬁnds the task set infeasible.
that satisﬁes Eq. (9)
Suppose that there is an instance
> while the algorithm ﬁnds T infeasible. We have to
consider two cases: the feasible instance is excluded by Step
3 and Step 8. By Lemma 4, a feasible instance cannot be
excluded by Step 3, and it is trivial that a feasible instance
cannot be excluded by Step 8. This is a contradiction. ◽
Even though Algorithm 2 can signiﬁcantly reduce the
search space on average, it may still require consideration of
all combinations (i.e., ) in the worst case. In other words, the
, which is
total time-complexity for Algorithm 2 is
exponential, where denotes pseudo-polynomial time-complexity of testing Theorem 1 for a given task set with given
(see Eq. (11) in the Appendix).
Algorithm 3 Heuristic algorithm (T )
T.

1:
2: for
3:

;
;

for

4:

;

if

5:

;

do

and Eq. (9) does not hold for any
then

<
.

6:

else

7:

, i.e., exit the inner-loop of Step 3.

8:
9:

do

end if
end for

10: end for
11: if Eq. (9) is satisﬁed
12:

>

then

return FEASIBLE.

13: else
14:

return INFEASIBLE.

15: end if
To reduce the number of
to be considered in the worst
case, we may use a heuristic as shown in Algorithm 3. Initially,
is set to 0 for all
T . Whenever Eq. (9) for
<
is not satisﬁed, the algorithm chooses one of the tasks such
and
(tasks that can affect the LHS of Eq. (9)
that
for the task. Once
is set to 1, it
by Lemma 4), and set
does not change any more. Therefore, the heuristic algorithm
explores at most
combinations. Then, the total timecomplexity of Algorithm 3 is pseudo-polynomial in the task
parameters (i.e.,
). Since schedulability analysis can
be performed ofﬂine, a pseudo-polynomial time-complexity
is regarded tractable in real-time schedulability analyses [4].

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the heuristic algorithm,
we will compare the performance of the heuristic and optimal
algorithms in Section 5. For better understanding, we now
give an example how Algorithm 3 works.
Example 2. We consider a task set with three tasks T
, with the preemption
delay of
.
T is initially set to 0.
By Step 1 in Algorithm 3,
Then, when
in Step 2, the inner-loop is examined only
and Eq. (9)
for
. The if-phrase in Step 4 is true since
is set to 1 in
does not hold for
(i.e., > ). Therefore,
Step 5. Next, when
in Step 2, the inner-loop is checked
for
and then
. When
, the if-phrase in Step 4
and the LHS of Eq. (9) is equal to 5 for
.
holds, i.e.,
is also set to 1 in Step 5. For
, the if-phrase in
Therefore,
Step 4 does not hold. After escaping the outer-loop, Step 11 is
performed; Eq. (9) is satisﬁed for all > when
, and therefore the ﬁnal
is feasible.
and
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EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the scheduling performance of
assigned by the optimal and heuristic
cp-EDF with
algorithms. We ﬁrst describe how task sets are generated,
and then compare cp-EDF with EDF under different preemption policies.

5.1 Generation of Task Sets
We generate task sets based on the technique proposed in [2],
which has been widely used before [16], [22]. There are three
input parameters: (a) the task system (constrained or implicit
) distributions
deadlines), (b) individual task utilization (
(bimodal with parameter1: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9, or exponential with parameter2: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9), and (c) individual task period ( ) distribution (uniform distribution in
is uniformly
or trimodal distribution in which
selected in
,
, and
with equal probability ). For each task, is chosen based on the given period
is chosen based on the given bimodal or
distribution,
, and
is uniformly distribexponential parameter for
for constrained deadline task systems or
is
uted in
equal to for implicit deadline task systems.
For each combination of (a), (b) and (c), we repeat the
following procedure and generate 10,000 task sets.
1) Initially, we generate a set of 2 tasks.
2) In order to exclude unschedulable sets, we check whether the generated task set can satisfy the necessary and
sufﬁcient feasibility condition [4]. This condition means
the schedulability of a task set under fp-EDF in the
absence of preemption delay.
3) If it fails to pass the feasibility test, we discard the
generated task set and return to Step 1. Otherwise, we
include this set for evaluation. Then, this task set serves
as a basis for the next new set; we create a new set by
1. For a given bimodal parameter , a value for
is uniformly
chosen in
with probability , and in
with probability
.
is chosen
2. For a given exponential parameter
, a value for
according to an exponential distribution whose probability density function is
.
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adding a new task into an already created and tested set,
and return to Step 2.
For any given task system, 10,000 task sets are created for
each task utilization and period model, thus resulting in
100,000 task sets in total.

5.2 Scheduling Performance
The scheduling performance of cp-EDF is evaluated in comparison with EDF under other preemption policies. For this,
we test 100,000 constrained deadline task sets and another
100,000 implicit task sets over varying preemption delays
(
and 1024) and the two
different period distributions using the following schedulassignment
ability tests: (i) cp-EDF with the optimal
assignment
(Algorithm 2), (ii) cp-EDF with the heuristic
assignment in
(Algorithm 3), (iii) lp-EDF with its optimal
[7], (iv) fp-EDF schedulability analysis [Eq. (4)], and (v) npEDF schedulability analysis in [12]. These are respectively
annotated as cp EDF o, cp EDF h, lp EDF o, fp DEF, and
np EDF. For simplicity, a schedulability test or a scheduling
algorithm is said to dominate another test or algorithm if
any task set schedulable by is schedulable by . To represent average performance, we also say that a schedulability
test or scheduling algorithm is better than if the number of
schedulable task sets by is larger than that by .
One may think that some values for are unrealistic since
the preemption delay is too high compared to the task execution time. However, our setting from
to
generalizes the degree of preemption allowance of each task.
While
means a job can be preempted anytime without
any overhead,
represents the other extreme case—
each task cannot be preempted due to its transactional operations. Through the case of
, we want to verify that
for all
cp EDF o as well as cp EDF h correctly chooses
T , i.e., np EDF, in case that the non-preemptive policy is
the best.
Figs. 1(a)–1(d) show the number of constrained and implicit deadline task sets deemed schedulable by (ii), (iii), (iv)
and (v) while varying preemption delays. In the ﬁgures, we
commonly observe the behavior of fp EDF as follows: it
deems all task sets schedulable when
, reﬂecting the
optimality of fp-EDF in the absence of preemption delay; the
number of schedulable task sets gets smaller as becomes
larger; and it deems no task sets schedulable when preemptions are disallowed, i.e., when
. On the other hand,
the number of task sets are deemed schedulable by np EDF is
independent of . Then, when the preemption delay is small
(
), fp EDF is better than np EDF. However, a large
preemption delay (
) entails the opposite behavior. This
implies an intuitive remark: if we have only two extreme preemption policies, we should apply fp-EDF (np-EDF) in some
environments where the preemption delay is small (large).
If we focus on cp EDF o and cp EDF h, we cannot distinguish between them, and therefore, we do not draw the line
for cp EDF o in all the ﬁgures. This means, the heuristic in
Algorithm 3 is so effective that it is comparable to the optimal
one, Algorithm 2. More speciﬁcally, the difference between
schedulable task sets by cp EDF o and cp EDF h is less than
0.01% in any case, and the following example shows a task set
for such a rare case.
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Example 3. Consider a task set with three tasks
, and the
T
preemption delay is
. While cp EDF o ﬁnds the
,
and
,
task set schedulable with
cp EDF h deems the task set unschedulable because it
to reduce timedoes not investigate the feasible
complexity.
Now, we compare cp EDF h with lp EDF o. One of the
important observations is that they are incomparable;
while cp EDF h is better for constrained deadline task sets
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c), lp EDF o is better for implicit deadline
task sets in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d). This is because, while scheduling a new task set, in which the relative deadline of each task
is reduced, is in general more difﬁcult than scheduling the
original task set, such a difﬁculty is more pronounced for
lp EDF o. Under lp EDF o, a smaller relative deadline causes
a shorter length of each non-preemptive chunk as shown in
Example 1, which entails a larger number of non-preemptive
chunks and then a more pessimistic upper-bound on the
number of preemptions. Therefore, the performance of lp
EDF o is degraded more for constrained deadline task sets.
This way, cp EDF h (lp EDF o) is favorable for constrained
(implicit) deadline tasks, as the following numeric values
demonstrate. In Fig. 1(a), cp EDF h ﬁnds up to 11.4% more
schedulable constrained deadline task sets which are schedulable by neither fp EDF nor np EDF. In addition, cp EDF h
deems at most 7.4% more constrained deadline task sets
schedulable, which are not schedulable by any other schedulability tests. We also observe a similar trend in Fig. 1(c).
Likewise, in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d), lp EDF o covers up to 6.7%
more schedulable implicit deadline task sets, which are not
schedulable by fp EDF, np EDF and cp EDF h.
To see how the number of tasks affects the improvement by
cp EDF h, we plot schedulable task set ratio according to the
different number of tasks in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The two
ﬁgures correspond to Fig. 1(a) for
and
, respectively. As shown in the ﬁgures, we cannot say that there is a
clear relationship between the number of tasks and the
amount improvement by cp EDF h; instead, cp EDF h successfully ﬁnds additional schedulable task sets that are not
covered by lp EDF o, regardless of the number of tasks in
each task set. We do not plot ﬁgures for other settings, but
this trend for constrained deadline task sets is observed for
other values and the trimodal period distribution.
Another important observation is that cp EDF h is always
better than both fp EDF and np EDF in Figs. 1(a)–1(d). In fact,
we can show that cp EDF h dominates them. This is because
cp-EDF and its schedulability test are generalizations of npEDF and fp-EDF, and their schedulability tests, respectively,
as we stated in Lemmas 1 and 3, and cp EDF o ﬁnds an
assignment based on the cp-EDF schedulability
optimal
analysis. Unlike cp EDF o, we observe that lp EDF o can be
inferior to fp EDF for some in Fig. 1(a). This is because the
number of preemptions can be over-estimated in lp EDF o
as mentioned in Section 2.3. In fact, lp EDF o dominates
np EDF, but does not dominate fp EDF due to such overestimation.
In summary, from the performance evaluation thus far, we
make the following observations. First, cp-EDF with the
assignment can always be an alternative to both
optimal
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Fig. 1. The number of schedulable sets by EDF under different preemption policies.

Fig. 2. Schedulable task set ratio according to the different number of tasks (for constrained task sets with uniform period distribution).

fp-EDF and np-EDF, and to lp-EDF with the optimal
assignment in some environments. Second, since cp-EDF and
lp-EDF with the optimal assignment of the corresponding
parameters do not dominate each other, depending on task
sets, we improve the scheduling performance by testing

ofﬂine each task set and then selecting the best. Finally, at
only a negligible performance loss, cp-EDF with the optimal
parameter assignment can be replaced by that with the
heuristic one, which requires a lower time-complexity—pseudo
polynomial in the task parameters.
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6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have identiﬁed the need of new preemption
policies that control preempting jobs for better EDF schedulability under a given preemption delay, and developed the CP
policy. Then, we have demonstrated that cp-EDF ﬁnds additional schedulable task sets, which are deemed unschedulable
by EDF under existing preemption policies.
We have focused on predictable processors without any
cache, which have already been deployed in embedded computing systems, and thus abstracted the preemption delay as a
uniﬁed value . However, if we consider general-purpose
processors, the preemption delay includes the time required
to save and reload cache, and then can be differentiated by
(i) which job preempts and (ii) which job is preempted, or
(iii) both of (i) and (ii) [5], [7], [13], [25]. As of now, cp-EDF and
lp-EDF can immediately accommodate a preemption delay
speciﬁed by (i) and (ii), respectively, but each of them is to deal
with (iii) in a pessimistic manner in that cp-EDF and lp-EDF
do not differentiate a preemption delay speciﬁed by (ii) and
(i), respectively. In future, we plan to develop a new preemption policy that controls both preempting and preempted jobs
so effective that it dominates EDF under all preemption
policies including cp-EDF and lp-EDF.
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